Mixed Upper Exciton State of the Special Pair in Bacterial Reaction Centers.
Excitonic interactions between two closely separated bacteriochlorophyll a molecules (BChls) in the special pair of the reaction center (RC) of purple bacteria determine the positions and relative oscillator strengths of its two excitonic components. While the absorption of the lower excitonic band is well-defined, the position and the intensity of the upper excitonic band ( PY+) are still under debate. Recent 77 K two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy data on Rba. capsulatus suggested that the PY+ component absorbs at ∼840 nm, i.e., at a significantly lower energy than previously suggested. In the present work, we argue that the PY+ state is mixed with the excited states of the accessory BChls ( B*/ P Y+) leading to excitons contributing to the 785-825 nm spectral region which is consistent with previously published data. This conclusion is based on hole-burning/linear dichroism data and modeling studies of the excitonic structure of the RC using a non-Markovian reduced density matrix approach.